Satan and Sons Demon Visitation Form
Please read this form over and accept the terms below before requesting a visit.
At Satan and Sons we conjure Outer Spiritual World Demons Gods. We are the only
conjuring service that offers these types of demons and due to the fact that they are Gods, there
are certain things that need to be considered before bringing one home.
Outer Spiritual World Demons are Gods who exist Outside of our Universe and Outside of the
Spiritual Worlds that are linked to us. This gives them unique abilities and skills over the the
energies of the Inner Spiritual world as well as the Energies of the Universe. This is why they
are so powerful and life changing. They are Gods.
Working with these beings is very different than working with Earthen Demons or Inner Spiritual
World Demons. They are not bound to our energies or our laws and they can shift and alter the
world in profound and incredible ways.
We go through a massive series of spells and rituals to conjure and bring these demons here. We
take the time to work with each and every one prior to listing them. We know our demons.
Working with a Demon is a life changing and incredible decision. Our demons are safe to work
with however they are still very powerful and incredible beings and should be respected. Being
around the essence of the demonic divine will shift and change your life.
Being respectful is very simple
~ Don’t talk down to them or disrespect them.
~ Don’t call them names.
~ Don’t verbally attack them.
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~ Don’t threaten them.
~ Don’t do things you know that they don’t like (if you genuinely do not know if they do
not like something don’t worry, they wont get upset for that, this rule is if you do
something to them knowing they don’t like it and do it anyway).
~ Manners go a long way.
The Demons we conjure will not attack someone who disrespected them, they will simply leave
and not come back.
We do not trap, torture, torment, restrain, or limit the freedoms of the demons. This is a
practise we condemn and something that has no place on the path of Demonosophy. Not only is
it cruel, it is also impossible for an Outer Spiritual World Demon to be contained in this way.
They cannot be bound and restrained using archaic methods.
We believe in building connections with demons from a place of respect. The Demons walk
with humans because they want to be there, not because they are restrained or forced to.
Our bindings are crafted using powerful rituals which create an energy link between the Demon
and a physical manifestation point, called a vessel. For our vessels we use gemstones, metals
and sometimes sacred items. The energies of vessels are used to bridge the connection between
the physical and the spiritual planes. They are not a trap or a prison.
~ A Connection with an Outer Spiritual World Demon is based on respect. You must
respect the demon that you work with and you must show them respect.
~ Respect is one of the highest tenets on this path.
Please read and agree to the terms of a Visit before requesting one.
~ Outer Spiritual World Demons are Gods. They are incredibly powerful and incredibly
skilled in many areas. They are beings who are to be treated with respect.
***We condemn methods of abuse, entrapment and torture and if you request a visit, you
will agree to treat the demon who visits you, with respect.***
~ Our Demons have been screened and will not harm you or hurt you in any way. Many
have been screened for months, some years and we know them. We know their personalities, we
know their mannerisms and we know who they are as individuals.
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~ During the visit they are there to meet with you and see if there is an energetic match.
The visits are professional. There will be NO cuddling, kissing, touching, or ANY sexual play.
This is out of respect for the demon and also out of respect for the future companion. Our
demons are screened and understand consent and they will respect your boundaries.
~ Visits are 1 hour long. They will not be longer. If you think the demon has stayed longer
than the hour it is either lingering energies or an imposter entity which is trying to pose as the
demon. In either case we suggest that you cleanse yourself and your space. Demons are very
respectful and they will not violate the time that is set. They are there for 1 hour. Sometimes
we have visits that are back to back and it is disrespectful to the other person requesting a visit to
say that the demon is staying longer.
For the Visits
If you have any reservations about bringing home a Demon Companion we suggest you
explore those feelings and wait.
The perfect demon will show up when you are meant to work with one if that is what you choose
to do. There is no harm or shame in saying that it is not time to work with a demon.
Demonic Energies are very intense and powerful and they are not for everyone. Some
people will not be able to work with the Demonic Divine and that is ok. Some people work
better with Angels, Fae, Earthen Demons or Inner Spiritual World Demons and that is ok. Part of
the beauty of this path is that it is important to find what aligns and what resonates with you.
Some people experience negative reactions to demonic energies. They can experience negative
sounds, voices, images or sensations. This can be caused from a number of things.
~ It could be that you are not attuned to the demonic divine
~ It could be that there is an entity that is blocking the connection and interfering.
~ It could mean that there is sludge energy that is around.
~ It could be a mis-attunement.
***Outer Spiritual World Demonic Energies are incredibly intense and some people need to time
to adjust to them. Giving your third eye time to adjust to the new energy will resolve this.***
This is why we say it is imperative that on any spiritual path you work on your spiritual
foundation so that you can control what entities are in your space. It is also important to cleanse
and it is important that you work on yourself and your personal spiritual practise.
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Engaging in any spiritual activity opens you up to the unseen forces and it is important that
you learn how to defend yourself. Before working with demons we advise that you take the
time to build your spiritual foundation as woking with
Resources for building a spiritual foundation can be found here…
Building your Spiritual Foundation
If you experience negative images or sensations from your encounter with the demon then you
should immediately cleanse yourself and your space to remove any toxic and sinister entities. Do
not worry, these cleansing methods will not harm the demon who is visiting.
Cleanse yourself and the Room you are in and then work at strengthening your spiritual shields.
You cannot go wrong investing in your spiritual foundation.
Please Note..
Our Demons will work with one Human Companion. We will match them with only one human
companion. Once you have purchased the demon’s listing they will only work with you. You
will receive the demon’s name, sigil and Enn, do not share these with others. If you choose to
share your demon’s name and information with others that is your choice, but the connection is
between you and the demon.
We do not give the names of the demons out for peace of mind. We suggest not sharing the
name of your demon with anyone. Though the demon themselves cannot be bound or trapped, if
someone knows their name, it just gives you peace of mind if someone tries to speak for your
demon yet they cannot reveal their name.
Your demon is working with you and you alone. Your demon also is an Outer Spiritual World
Demon God and cannot be bound, trapped or imprisoned by any spell or ritual here.
If you say things like you trapped our demons or you can connect with them after the visit we
will know that you are lying. We know our demons, we know where they are and they cannot be
trapped. It shows a complete lack of understanding for the Outer Spiritual World Energies and
the Outer Spiritual World Demons.
The Demons are incredibly powerful and you might be able to pick up on residual energy from
the visit. This is very different than having the demon there. It is like if someone showed up at
your house and they were wearing perfume and it was strong perfume so you can still smell it
after they leave. Energies from the Outer Spiritual World are incredibly strong. This energy will
dissipate on its own over the next few days, if it bothers you please feel free to cleanse it from
your space.
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Thank you so much for your care in this matter. We will also be including a document with a
mini ritual to help you connect with during your visit.
By Requesting a Visit from a Satan and Sons Conjured Demon you agree to treat the demon with
respect during the visit and follow the policies outlined in this document.
Please click here to book a visit. By booking a visit you acknowledge that you have read and
agree to this document in its entirety.
We hope you have a wonderful visit! <3
**Please note** You cannot purchase a Demon Companion if you are under the age of 18
without a parent or guardian's consent. Parents/Guardians, if you would like to purchase a
Demon Companion for your child please contact us and we can match your child with a Demon
Companion who is skilled in working with children.
We also will NOT sell Incubi, Succubi, Desire Demons, or any Sexual Demon to anyone who
is under the age of 18.
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